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Ark beginners guide to taming

All the tips you need to survive in the ruthless and merciless world of ARK: survival evolution. General Tip Edit | Edit source Inventory Management | Learn how to manage or sort inventory can help in the long run. This section contains some advice that shouldn't be right for you, depending on your playstyle, weight level, and available resources. But in most
cases, the information is useful. When it comes to inventory, some things are wise to keep at all time, no matter what you're doing. You don't know when potential tame, dangerous Dino, scarce resources, etc. could come across your way. So, if possible, always try to include the following: materials for repairing your tools and armor. (If it's made with Smithy,
consider bringing a pliers (for yield only), or Smithy (although we don't recommend the latter unless you expect your armor to break and you want to save resources). Special tools/armor, especially if they are made of fabricator/smithy. Definitely carry multiple pikes/your main weapons. Boras they can easily save your life or tame you another. I don't know
when I need it for torpedo-inducing weapon Raptors such as Trancan Arrows, Tranquilizer Darts, Wooden Clubs, Sabertooth, etc. A couple water containers with cooked meat. Stimberry and Narcoberry. (Or better, stimulants and narcotics.) It is then parted into stacks to get spoiled meat faster, making it easier to make narcotics. Lighten the used space that
needs to be scrolled and search, and periodically dump/save all the extra items you don't need to shrink. You can quickly repair items by pressing the assigned hotbar button (assuming you have the material you need). Travel[editing|edive source] While the raft is being driven, most creatures ignore the raft and its drivers, making it one of the safest places in
very early games (especially PvE), so wooden rafts are perfect for brand new players. But beware of deep water and Lieslichtis. Rafts can offer tribes the chance to hunt megalodons by firing crossbows from the raft while someone from Ichthyosaurus kites the shark. Wooden rafts are a good source of XP in the early stages. While riding or facing a Dino, you
can press F or to access the inventory of the Dino you boarded. High-weight creatures like parasaurus and iguanodon that can carry goods and still escape predators. Hunting strategy [| editorial source] Trying to kill a waking giganotosaurus is pointless because only a higher level or a furious one can easily kill it. Often level 20 giganotosaurus can take 100
trunk darts to the head, which can be seen as pointless waste unless many tame it, so it is best to leave them alone for others to tame. You can be temptedLeave them to fight each other, leaving weak dinosaurs and free resources to other dinosaurs. Knocking Dino unconscious can be faster than going straight to kill. Keep an eye on nearby herbivores. If
they see them running, they flee or are fighting nearby predators. Kraft Boras is a great hunting tool to capture or escape from the little-legged Dinos that hunts you like the Raptors. Survivors of all beginnings must have spears in their possessions for both defense and hunting. Hover over the item in the creature or container inventory and press T to easily
transfer the item to your inventory or vice versa. Get about 20 meats and hide and kill Fiomia so they don't fight back, it's also a simple source of experience. This is easy in areas that are not wide open because they run away very quickly, with weapons with a large range. Environment [Edit| Edit Source] Enhance your senses and plan what you think you
might need to carry extra torches, warm clothes, and local Dinos and other things that will help your warmth if you live near a cold biome. Try to avoid swimming. The sea is home to megalodons and other dangerous creatures, which can agro-glot with you from afar. Inland rivers and lakes are often filled with mega piranhas that can quickly overwhelm you
with their numbers. Diving underwater makes it easy to escape insects. However, they are very dangerous early on, so keep an eye out for piranhas. Shelter[Edit| Edit Source] It is recommended to hide your sleeping bag at an early level - you can view map coordinates to aid navigation, pick it up and rearrange it, and it is useful for marked caves and other
points of interest. Sleeping bags do not need to build a structure, but cannot be shared by tribal members and are a single use item. If possible, change to a simple bed. Having a simple shelter is much more convenient than you think. You can easily find them frozen and starving on cold nights. If you are creating a wall, use E, or to switch the direction in
which the wall is facing. Do not build shelters too close to the water, there are sea dinosaurs that can easily destroy the earliest shelters. You can upgrade a shelter part (such as a wooden or a wooden object) by placing the new part in the same location as the old part. Old works are destroyed and give you some resources. Building wooden and stone
shelters can quickly annoy you with trees and stones. Instead of running to a shelter and organizing everything, make components that you can quickly do, as you can significantly lose weight and keep collecting for longer. Notes [edit | source] If you are running a beacon run, give it time to check around the beacon. You may be attracting attention from
nearby predators. Spark powder is an excellent fuel source. it's just necessarySome stones and flints, and everything from fireplaces to refined forges, can be lit and used to keep them burning for quite some time. However, it does not create the charcoal needed for ammunition or gunpowder. It is easier to place the foundation of the fence that walks back.
Spawning Advice [Edit|Edict source] You may want to know where you are spawning in the ark: Island [Edit|Edict source] South Zone [Edit|Edict source] South Zone 1: South Zone 1 is a very safe area with few predators, Dilovosaurus is about the only dangerous creature you come across, Spinosaurus is You have a small chance to spawn an uplet; nearby
is a mountain (for metal), and at the end of the peninsula there is a decent flat place, perfect for building small bases. River rocks are also found in coves that can provide small amounts of metal. Try to avoid nearby swamps until you are ready. South Zone 2: South Zone 2 is a good choice for newcomers as it has metal deposits and river rocks, piranhas and
sarcos occasionally spawn in rivers, but beware of intersections. Spinosaurus rarely creates rivers like baryonics. The site is surrounded by two forests that offer large amounts of wood, satch, fiber and berries, but it also houses the Raptors and Terrizhnosaurus, so be prepared as you explore. South Zone 3: An excellent departure point for new players
includes relatively few foodies and has a large amount of resources. Unlocking the raft makes it easy to get to Harbiboa Island because it's nearby. Herbiferous islands do not have a pre-meal for the earth and contain very flat areas, but metals are abundantly laid here and can also be found here in ankylosaurs. West Zone [Edit| Edit Source] West Zone 1:
West Zone 2: West Zone 3: East Zone [Edit|Edi edit source] East Zone 1: East Zone 2: East Zone 3: North Zone [Edit] | Source: North Zone 1: North Zone 2: North Zone 3: Center [Edit|Source] Ragnarok [Edit Source] Jungle [| Edit Source] Jungle | 2 Jungle 2 Jungle Jungle 3: Viking Bay [Edit| Source] Viking Bay 1: Viking Bay 2: Viking Bay 3: Highlands
[Editing|Edited Source] Highland N: Highland North is a good spawning place for experienced players, with relatively few resources and many dangerous creatures like Giganotosaurus and Megarania occurring on the beach. You may have a hard time in this place. Highland NE: Safer than Highland North, but still incredibly dangerous due to frequently hitting
hypothermia, allosaurus also spawns here and still has very few resources. Highland E: Southwest [edit | source] Solo tips See Singleplayer if you're looking for an Edit | Edit Source gameplay mode. The beach is a good area to start building a base.You can always have a source of water to drink and cool, and depending on where you are, eat fish.
Resources may be scarce, but so are predators. Some predators present can easily be seen from a good distance. You're probably spending points on different things. You can save a few points by ignoring multiplayer-centric engrams such as blood extraction syringes, sloping roofs, various signs and billboards. Each time you load a single-player game,
you're provided with plenty of sliders for server options. If things are not going well or you need more challenges, you can adjust these to your profits/damages. Note that the player's resistance and structure resistance work in reverse, and setting the player's resistance to 2 takes twice as much damage instead of half. It is strategic when it comes to choosing
the location of your main base. Keep in perspective that you should have all the resources not far from it, especially if you spend as little time as possible on the move. It is always a good idea to have two or three powerful Dinos around your base to protect the weak. When you travel or enter caves, always try to leave your Dinos in a relatively safe place,
especially if you are relying on them for a quick escape. Keep in mind that your biggest threat is Dinos in the wild. Flying low in a circle before landing is a wise thing to do, especially in swamps and biomes where dangers are everywhere. In Dino, we always carry water, food and heat sources. None of them can weigh a lot and save you a trip back before it is
expected. It is never a bad idea to have some single square metal or stone shelter around the map because they can provide a quick safe zone. When taming high-level Dino (given that the process takes a long time or is a hard dino for solo taming like Quetzal), don't hesitate to build a fence foundation around it and put a stone wall on them. This makes the
taming process safe and easy timing. The base building Dino team consists of castroids for wood, ankylosaurs for metal and doediculus for stone. They must not only make a big base, but also collect essential items to make everything, as well as have for all the lone survivors. He is also a good fighter in terms of base defense. Rex can also be a good
source of base defense. If you have a stabilizer arrow (level 21), they are somely easily tame. For those who are taming Rex for the first time, photographing it in the head will do the same damage as the body. Rex doesn't have a number for the head, so it takes about 10-100 (depending on the level) tranquilliser arrow everywhere (depending on the level) to
knock it out. Multiplayer Tips Join | Edit Source tribe. Seriously, do it. Being in a tribe earns your tribal companions a share of the experience they earn, you can help each other takeIt's great to have big threats and tame Dinos and allies. As a caveat, only join trusted tribes. Tribal leaders can remove you from the tribe while maintaining all of your Dino and
structures. Take literally everything you worked for. If you are in a tribe, assigning professionals, people who focus on one or two types of engrams may be a good idea. For example, one of you can focus on the structure, one can get tools and weapons, and the other can get saddles, clothes, etc. The downside of this is that you depend on each other. If your
base is killed and the guy in your structure is not on, someone else may need to learn engrams on their own. Pay attention to the server settings. Certain settings can significantly change the way the game is played, and the information found on this wiki may not be completely accurate on servers that do not use the default settings. Making enemies can be
much more harmful than you realize in the first, so don't be unnecessarily aggressive against other players. It is much more beneficial for everyone in the area to at least tolerate the presence of others than to worry about their neighbors. Long-term (multiplayer) | Source of Editing] To survive for a long time, it is recommended to do the following, form or enter
a tribe. They create custom supplies because they grant a long-term source of food that makes the farm. It provides food and provides kibble for Dinos. Spend engramming engram points such as campfires, waterskins, all wood/stone/metal architectural structures, mortar and pests and narcotics, and definitely get a dinosaur gate/gateway and fence
foundation. You need to tame the choice of dinosaurs such as transport by land, sea and air, the ability to collect meat, hiding, trees, thatched and berries. They have relatively little protection or durability, so they don't settle for a satch-based structure, people focus on these first. The structure of the tree takes time to demolish. But with a couple people with
some dinosaurs and metal tools, they are very ineffective as a means of protection. Metal provides the most durability and protection when away (useful for PvP). In PvE, so do stone-based houses. Build the vault. It allows you to protect the most valuable resources and items owned by you or your tribe. Build alliances with other tribes so you can rely on the
hand of salvation. And return the hand of salvation. Don't make enemies unnecessarily and avoid antagonize people. Killing low-level players will undoubtedly make high-level players continually seek and destroy you and whoever is associated with you with your structure. Don't stop taming dinosaurs, and don't stop increasing your defenses. You may have
built a complete wooden fence in the garden in a nice wooden house. but you're going to goWe would like to upgrade the walls to metal as soon as possible. This is usually done at least after getting the fabricator and behemoth gate. Get metal and get the Progress to Metal tool [Edit| Edit Source] metal tool should be a very high priority as it will allow you to
collect resources faster. Once you hit level 20, learn refining forge and smithy. Both of these require a lot of engrams, so it's a good thing not to spend a lot of engrams on levels 18 and 19. At high peaks such as volcanoes, herbiding islands and large hills on the southern ist island, you can find black rocks striped with gold and shiny gold rocks that result in
large amounts of metal. Use metal picks to harvest them. If you can't find any of these, start a simple river rock, but you'll get a much lower rate than the one previously listed. Once the metal is done, use a refined forge to smelt the metal. You have 5 metal ingots and you can make Smithy. Metal picks allow access to metal tools so you can get much more
metal from the rock. Having an ankylosaurs allows you to collect metal faster. [Edit| Edit Source] The richest regular metal rock of metal rock often found on the summit can find these couples on the hilltop hills of Harbiboa Island (lower right island) (lower right island) With good metal the riverbank line and the round rocks around it will want to use
ankylosaurus when harvesting common rocks with little metal, You can find these on herbibid islands. Level Up [| Edit Source] Main article: Leveling all activities will build experience, even if you're simply not dead. Each level you get gives you a single point to increase your attributes and a couple of engram points to unlock new crafting diagrams. Early on,
health and fortide is a convenient upgrade that increases health and resistance to Dinos and the environment. They also increase your resistance to losing consciousness. For new players, it's easy to get caught up in moments when they have a lot of health and melee damage and other non-direct survival-focused abilities. That said, I mean far ahead and
plan ahead. Are you a clutter? Perhaps you like taming dinosaurs? If so, investing some points in stamina is a viable option, this allows you to sprint and fight for longer periods. To stay longer under the water and also level up oxygen to swim faster. About 200 health, 180 stamina and 120% travel speed are enough to stay on your toes even against T-Rex or
Spinosaurus. To avoid over-burdening and carry excess resources, it is strongly recommended to spend skill points on a level 2-25 weight alone. After all, the player in thisIt is very convenient to have a maximum or weight of more than 380 because you are building and carrying resources in half the time. This eliminates the need for players to return to base
to dump all kinds of resources. Save engram points after level 30 and spend them only when you come across what you need right away. Higher level supply crates provide a lot of blueprints of items that you would otherwise spend points on. By saving engram points early on, you can make more educational decisions about how to use them later in the
game. When you first | as XP [EditIng Source] level 1, you just make a few picks and torches to get the first few levels faster. Craft narcotics for a simple experience (2xp per craft). If possible, killing Rex can help a lot to get XP, or by standing on a high rock, it can easily get tame if the player has enough flesh. Raft gives a lot of XP and is pretty cheap when
players have metal hatchets, mammoths, Castroides or Terridinosaurus. Killing simple Dinos like Trikes gives a little exp, allowing higher layer players to farm exp faster, because higher layer players can easily kill by gun. Later game Alpha provides a very good source of XP once it's made up, and if you meet some pretty steep initial resource requirements,
Industrial Grinder is a good way to build XP consistently if you spend a lot of time at your base. All element dust crafted into element shards in the inventory is worth 1 XP. It makes for quite a choice to level up with the help of Gachas and toilets, especially at high rates. Taming [| Editing Source] Overview [Edit | Edit Source] After Dino is knocked
unconsciously in a tame process, each Dino has its preferred food. Most of them prefer the type of kibble over other foods, carnivores prefer raw prime meat, herbivores prefer mejo berries. Some creatures (e.g. purmonosolipius and araneo) have special tastes like pampered meat. To tame most creatures, you need to knock them out first. If you can make
them, it is strongly recommended that you use Bolas to hold it in place while shooting it with a slingshot or tranquilliser arrow. Taming creatures can take a long time (up to several hours) and minimize damage when defeating them consciously of damage to Dinos. Ideally, use slingshots, or more advanced methods like tranquilliser arrows or tranquilliser darts
to knock them out with as few headshots as possible. Damaging dinosaurs while tame reduces the basic statistics of dinosaurs and reduces your tame effect. This has nothing to do with your tame period. Note: Food discharge (starving unconscious Dino before feeding) does not actually reduce the time to tame, since the time it takes to discharge the food
compensates for the time saved during feeding. One exception is fastFood like raw prime meat. Given its short spoil timer, it reduces losses if you have bundles in storage (for example, in storage bins or refrigerators) that starve enough foodies to eat multiple primes at once. One method has been discovered to reduce tame time, which is linked as the next
taming #taming tip.Keep them unconscious [editing|edicting source] Narcoberry is the first and most effective way to keep creatures/or players unconscious. Especially if you still can't make or haven't run out of narcotics (a stronger version of narcoberry). Biotoxins have twice the effect of narcotics to keep Dinos unconscious, but it spoils and collecting from
cunidaria from their numbers and paralytic seizures is generally dangerous. Note that if the unconscious Dino is damaged, the taming effect will be reduced. High torpedoes that cause weapons like wooden clubs can be used to keep the creature unconscious in an emergency due to low damage. However, the club can still cause damage and kill the
creatures in the process. Other weapons like: Trancan Arrow and Tranquilizer Dirt are more likely to cause more damage and kill targets. Console command Edit | Source Main article: To open the console command console, press tab ↹. To view FPS, type stat fps. Gamma # Here # = 1 to 9. Gamma 3 in the example changes the darkness of the game so
that you can see it at night. To return to the default value, type gamma only. When you hold down H, or , you will see detailed information about the HUD (for example, what a certain status effect means), which you can see in stock or put on a toggle in settings. Settings.
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